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FROM THE CHAIR
So, another Newsletter, another load of words to write. Lacking
inspiration a little this time around. May have to resign the Chair’s
post to avoid the situation arising again! Which reminds me –
despite missing the start of the SoC conference (it is usually
Chair’s job to open the conf, but I was at ‘another’ cartographic
conference), and missing the committee meeting, AND missing
the AGM (messed up travel arrangements) I STILL didn’t get voted
out as Chair.
When I did eventually arrive in Manchester for the Summer School
I experienced a really good vibe. The venue was really good and
walking straight into beers on the terrace was a great start. Chris
Perkins and Nick Scarle had put a lot of work into the organisation,
and produced a programme that was extremely varied and
engaging. Reports on the various sessions appear elsewhere in
this newsletter. The rooms did not have the best beds in the world,
which did help me get up early one nice morning and survey the
immediate area in more detail for OpenStreetMap.
It had been a really tough week for me personally, what with a
radio performance, a British Library discussion, a paper at Map
Curators’ Group, and duties at the SoC conference itself. So after
the conference finished I drove up to the Lakes to stay with a mate
for the weekend. He perceptively realised I needed to chill out so
took me sailing for two days. Something I had never done, but
always secretly wanted to, so this was a result. OK, so only dinghy
sailing on Windermere, but absolutely what was required. Superbly
relaxing and has given me the bug. I shan’t be buying a boat, but
have put a marker down with him for crewing on one of his offScotland trips in the future.
Having had that time out, it is already time to start planning for
SoC 2011. The local team are already on the case, but as always
will be receptive to ideas. So, what do you want to see happening
at Plymouth? Any thoughts should be channelled through me or
directly to the local team. The committee will also be looking at
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Steve Chilton
(SoC Chair)

Better Mapping
Details of the session
are at: http://www.
cartography.org.uk/default.
asp?contentID=837.

many aspects at its next meeting
– cost, duration, programme,
sponsorship, advertising etc. Two
particular Society initiatives I have
been working on have been: closer
liaison with AGI, and seeking
sponsorship for the Summer School.
After the recent UKGeoForum
meeting I had a discussion with Alan
Wilkes (of AGI) about a possible
reciprocal approach between the
two organisations (initially with
regard to possible reciprocally
reduced conference attendance
fees). Having attended the AGI
conference last year, and also seen
how our programme content (cf
the whole of the Friday programme
this year) might well interest AGI
members, I am interested in seeing
if this is feasible/desirable. Secondly, I am in discussions (with
whom can’t be revealed just now!) about possible sponsorship
opportunities for next year’s summer school. If members have
any thoughts on either of these possibilities they are welcome to
contact me.
I am part of a small team, led by David Forrest and including Alex
Kent, Chris Board and Bob Lilley, who have been brought together
to compile the upcoming UK national report to ICA, which will be
published as a special edition of the Cartographic Journal. Apart
from editorial/proofing duties I have been asked to write a short
piece on “the impact of OS OpenData on volunteered GI and noncommercial users”. I am also working with BCS on the next Better
Mapping programme. I have been asked to put together a session
on “Sourcing Good Data”. I have only just started thinking about
the content, but expect to be covering OS data, OpenStreetMap
data, and also the many types of mappable data that are now
becoming available from such sources as data.gov.uk. Looks like
a good team, with a significant SoC presence.
After that it is time to look forward - to Christmas and beyond. There
will be some difficult decisions to make regarding conference
attendance next year. Having been all the way to Chile for ICA last
year am I now wondering about the viability of attending next year’s
- even though it is in Paris. These days my employer won’t pay
for any of it and may not give any time off either - and ICA seems
to be SO expensive. It is complicated by wanting to go to the
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OpenStreetMap conference again. This could be expensive too,
as it is to be in Denver. However, SoC 2011 in Plymouth is already
a definite - quite possibly my 36th SoC conference!
And finally, some actual cartographic work has come my way in
the last couple of months. Firstly, a tutor wanted a visualisation of
where their students came from. After talking to them we agreed
to use Flip cameras to record mini videos of them and embed
them at their locations on a map in such a way that a click would
open up YouTube and play the video. A bit of help with coding and
an OpenLayers/OpenStreetMap-based zoomable and clickable
webmap was in place. Secondly, an academic has come to me for
a small set of maps to illustrate the catchment area for their water
pollution research in North London. CorelDraw was dragged out of
retirement and fulfilled the task nicely.

Summer School
2011

Plymouth

Thanks must go to Rosie Duncan for so ably editing this Newsletter,
to all the contributors for their reports on the summer school
sessions, and particularly to Benjamin Hennig for a newby’s view
of same. Hope to see him, and many of you too, in Plymouth next
year.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Summer School
Manchester 2010
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SUMMER SCHOOL 2010
UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
8 - 10 September 2010
Session 1: Mapping Manchester
Mapping Cottonopolis
Terry Wyke (Manchester Metropolitan University)

Chancellors
Conference Centre,
Manchester

When the OS started producing large scale plans in
the 1840’s .. . Lancashire
was the first county to be
covered.

Terry, a social and economic historian, gave us an interesting
insight into the influences that caused Manchester to develop from
a small market town into the first industrial city, and the part that
maps played in that transition.
The first town plan of Manchester and Salford was produced in
1741 at a scale of 20 inches to 1 mile. No new maps were created
in the next 50 years, then two surveys were published in 1793 and
1794 using some common base material. These showed the cotton
mills, factories and canals that heralded the Industrial Revolution.
Between 1801 and 1831 the population of Manchester increased
from 95,000 to 238,000 which led to a need for maps to aid local
government and the police. A cholera epidemic in 1831-2 meant
that the medical authorities needed to monitor the spread of the
outbreak. The survey by Bancks published in 1832 was sufficiently
detailed for this use. When the OS started producing large scale
town plans in the 1840s, Lancashire with its rapidly growing urban
areas including Manchester, was the first county to be covered.
Terry concluded with the thought that, although maps have played
a vital part in the industrial and urban growth of the city, no thorough
history of the mapping of Manchester has yet been produced, but
with the hope that this might be remedied before too long.

Knowing infrastructures: mapping the hidden city
Martin Dodge (University of Manchester)

Martin’s talk covered aspects of cities in general, and Manchester
in particular, which are essential but usually
unseen and unnoticed. The movement of water
in an urban area is often well-mapped, but the
plans are not always publicly available. In the 19th
century, when much of Manchester’s infrastructure
was constructed, detailed surveys and sections
were produced. Many maps and plans survive
in archives, but some are incomplete or poorly
catalogued with restricted access facilities, making
research difficult.
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A map of Manchester
showing the main drainage
in 1910

Martin briefly explored the conceptual themes of progress, power
and practice, then concluded with the thought that perhaps these
maps are only of interest to infrastructure geeks!

Mapping change in Manchester

A small sample of Andrew’s
map of Manchester’s
city centre

Andrew Taylor (Andrew Taylor Maps)

Andrew is a biochemist by profession, but a cartographer by
inclination. When he moved to Manchester in 1986 he looked
for a large scale plan to help him explore the city. He was
hoping to find something like the 16 inches to the mile he had
used in London, but found that 21/2 inch was the largest scale
available. He started making his own map of a 2 x 2 km square
of central Manchester containing most of the places of interest
at 18 inches to 1 mile.
Andrew carefully created his own base map using a variety
of sources then added lettering and colour by hand. When
he had completed the map he wanted to share his creation
but realised that it would need better quality lettering; so he
stuck on printed type. In 1996 the first edition of 5,000 copies
was printed but not long after that a bomb devastated the city
centre rendering much of the map out of date. This meant that
a second edition was needed.
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For the third edition, in 2001, Andrew used an OS base map and
produced the artwork using CorelDraw. The fourth edition covered
a slightly larger area. The most recent, sixth, edition, still at 1:3,500
was printed in 2008. Following the success of his Manchester
City Centre maps, Andrew has now added Preston and Liverpool
editions to the series.

Claire Ivison

Session 2: Maps and geopolitics
What would an alternative school atlas contain?
Danny Dorling (University of Sheffield)

More on Cartograms: http://
www.worldmapper.org/about.
html

Danny spoke of his continued work with cartograms. Particular
examples depicting socio-economic issues such as the recession
and council budgets – showing not only that maps still have a role,
but the power and immediacy of the data to people in a graphical
format. Danny moved on to speak about the alternative World
Atlas (cartogram or otherwise) maps and how these might change
people’s perspective of the World.

Media mapping: geopolitical representations
Peter Vujakovic (Canterbury Christ Church University)

Peter talked about maps and geopolitics, giving some enlightening
and excellent examples of maps in the media and interpretation
of them.

The mutability of Soviet mapping

Chris Perkins (University of Manchester)

Chris spoke of Russian mapping and how military maps were used
and sourced during the cold war. Some examples shown of the
UK, now accessible, illustrate the incredible detail and knowledge
that the Soviet Union had at its disposal.
Steve Eglinton
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Session 3: Transport mapping
Innovation and craft in transport diagrams
Andrew Smithers (Project Mapping)

Andrew comes from a graphical design background and is
fascinated with the design of train transport maps. The rail
operators have developed rail maps using similar design ideas
to those in Harry Beck’s tube map; however in many cases the
representations have errors and are misleading or incorrect.
Andrew has created a new set of rules showing that maps at a
national, regional and local level can have improved interpretation
and legibility, and still be beautifully designed. For each map,
Andrew uses straight or curved lines to reflect the geography of
the area being represented. Station connections are correct and
easily legible, and geographical connections are maintained, for
example, if a station is to the west of another it should be on the
left on the map. Andrew used a step-by-step breakdown of the
Manchester rail map to highlight the development of his rules and
design processes.

Andrew has created a new
set of rules showing that
maps at a national, regional
and local level can have
improved interpretation
and legibility, and still be
beautifully designed

Andrew’s work can be seen at
www.projectmapping.co.uk.

On your bike! Mapping cycle routes in Greater
Manchester

Anne-Louise Fryers and Nick Gould (Greater Manchester Transport
Campaign)

Anne-Louise and Nick work for the Greater Manchester Transport
Unit and are involved in a project to provide consistent and widely
available cycle mapping for the Greater Manchester area. There is
a series of ten paper maps, the first was produced in 2006 and it
is currently in its third edition. Local cycle groups were included in
the consultation process for the maps. A quarter of a million maps
have been printed and distributed for free. The demand outstrips
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More information can be
found at www.cycleGM.org.

the supply. In addition a cycle journey planner is available on the
web to find a cycle route in Greater Manchester. The next phase of
the project will develop the maps to be used on mobile devices.
Jenny Kynaston

Session 4: Delegate’s session
OpenStreetMap developments
Steve Chilton (Middlesex University)

Steve provided a fast-paced and fun overview of some of the
recent developments in the OpenStreetMap (OSM) world. He
introduced a variety of websites using OSM data from Andy
Allan’s OpenCycleMap, Ollie O’Brien’s Open Orienteering Map
to his own OSM Tube network map showing when tube lines are
above ground and mobile network contact can be made. Further
examples included the use of OSM following the Haiti earthquake
to map the areas affected, the creation of a global bus route style
for use by international travellers and London Tube Flows reflecting
footfalls linked to tube usage. Mapquest (beta) has OSM underlaid
below the mapquest routing engines and Microsoft Bing has an
OSM layer within the Bing environment. Steve concluded that this is
because OSM data is available to use in a very short space of time,
is accessible in many different formats and is legally unrestricted.
Steve also introduced the book he has co-authored with Frederik
Ramm and Jochen Topf called “OpenStreetMap” published by
Cambridge, released in September 2010. Steve distributed a list of
the website links he visited on CartoSoc shortly after the Summer
School.
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London cycle hire dock status map
Ollie O’Brien (UCL)

Ollie gave a demonstration of the cycle hire dock status map he
has developed to show the usage of the cycles. The feed from
the cycle docks is updated in real time showing which docks are
full/empty. Ollie showed an animation from the beginning of the
summer school week when there was a tube strike in London. The
movement of the cycles is very dynamic, flowing into the centre
during rush hour in the morning and out again in the evening.

People powered maps

Benjamin Hennig (University of Sheffield)

Benjamin is working with Danny Dorling and in collaboration with
a number of other individuals and organisations to produce a
worldwide population altas using gridded country cartograms as

The map can be viewed at
www.oobrien.com/vis/bikes/
index.php.

Further information
can be found at www.
worldpopulationatlas.org.

opposed to traditional map projections. Benjamin explained the
technique used to create the cartogram for each country and
showed the delegates a sample of the upcoming atlas data.
Discussion followed regarding the cartographic design of the
maps.
Jenny Kynaston

Session 5: Everyday mapping
Thursday’s first session after lunch was devoted to ‘everyday
mapping’ and included two papers – each of which challenged the
conventional canon of cartographic production.
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Community web mapping: everyday use of Bdebarna
Loreto Saavedra (Complutense University, Madrid)

The first, delivered by Loreto, drew on an example of collaborative urban counter-mapping to explore the dynamic relationship
between maps and the city.
Bdebarna, a community website based on the mapping of
Barcelona, was created by
two local women. According
to Loreto, it has enjoyed considerable success in gathering contributions from local
volunteers. The popularity of
the website (and the pride the
community shows in its creation) provides an effective
demonstration of the power
of everyday re-territorialization through local, imaginative empowerment.

Challenging anti-production: schizocartography as
method and practice
Tina Richardson (University of Leeds)

The second paper, by Tina Richardson from the psychogeography research group at the University of Leeds, introduced the idea
of ‘schizocartography’ – an attempt to unmask the ‘aesthetic and
ideological contradictions’ that appear in urban space by ‘enabling
new modes of creative expression’.
Tina talked us through a fascinating exercise whereby the University campus was ‘remapped’ to reveal new insights about its sense
of place. One memorable example was how the local cemetery
was consistently absent in mental maps and simply ‘not known
about’ on campus. But rather than pontificating against the (state)
homogenization of landscape, the paper helpfully drew attention
to the value of mapping the impression of places at a specific
moment in time. In both of these interesting presentations, what I
found especially intriguing was how the very process of mapping
links the map to its maker and can instil in them a sense of pride,
whether such maps are created conventionally or unconventionally.
Alex Kent
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Impressionist mapping by
Tina Richardson

Spaced-out in the city

Damien O’Doherty (University of Manchester)

Damian introduced a psychogeographical experiment he has
undertaken to gain a better sense of place in the city he belongs
to. To ‘catch the city unawares’ Damian formed a set of rules,
constraints and mathematical equations to generate random walks
through Manchester. These rules were used to inscribe the letters
‘Order’ and ‘Disorder’ across a map of the city. Centre points for
each letter were chosen at random from OS co-ordinates. The path
of these letters on the map dictated the route for each walk. During
and after the walks Damian observed many aspects of the spaces
he travelled through using imagery, verbal description, personal
observations, historical research and social descriptions. Each
walk takes about eight hours and six have been completed.
Jenny Kynaston
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Session 6: Artography
Those of you who remember Monty Python’s Flying Circus
may remember the phrase “and now for something completely
different…” This session certainly was the embodiment of that
statement.

Embodied mapping of Platt Fields

Emma Kerry, Helen Parsons and Naomi Hurrell (University of
Manchester)

Using the case study of an area of public open space not far
from the conference centre, Emma, Helen and Naomi explained
the results of their investigation into how fear affects the way that
female students interact with space. They explained how their
decision to embark on this study coincided with a specific rape
incident near to the campus. Explaining how women avoid places
‘perceived’ to be dangerous more than men, they showed various
modelled examples, such as Mount Fear (2009) constructed from

crime statistics laid out on a street map of Manchester. Using an
OS map of the study area from Digimap, female students were
asked to plot routes they would take within the area by day and
night. A compilation map based on these findings was then
transposed, literally branded, onto the body of a female model in
an elegant black evening gown. Photographic images were taken
and displayed which deliberately do not show the model’s face
and thus reinforced the message. The model and these images
were shown in public, including the “Reclaim the Night” event,
and reactions recorded. This was an uncomfortable paper in
some respects but nevertheless a very valuable and insightful one
highlighting how fear of public open space is a serious problem,
particularly among women, even though dangers are mostly
perceived and not necessarily a reality. It certainly challenged my
own perceptions of what public open space really means.
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Mapping practices of artists: placing GPS
Gavin MacDonald (Manchester Metropolitan University)

Gavin showed early examples of walk records marked on
conventional published paper maps which he described as ‘traces
of mobility’. These were followed by more technology-based
examples, in particular those recorded on GPS, including Jeremy
Wood (2010) “Traverse Me” and Daniel Belasco Rogers (2009)
“7 year drawing Berlin 2003-2009”. I admit to getting somewhat

lost as to the actual direction of this paper and if any conclusions
were actually reached – maybe I was distracted by Gavin’s
amazing command of the English language and breath control in a
presentation which flowed with a continuous stream of the longest
words and sentences I have ever heard…

“What I have heard about the world”: research map
Third Angel and Mala Voadora

And so to the third paper, presented
by the Third Angel and Mala Voadora
performance groups. Members of
the group had been seated outside
the lecture theatre all day working
independently and interacting with
delegates during programme breaks
on a project to construct an 80 minute
theatre piece to be performed at the
Crucible in Sheffield in October 2010.
Alex Kelly, artistic director of the group,
explained how the project had been
conceived with the object of defining
13
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DIG Review
‘What I Heard About the
World’
Jonny Andreas
20 October 2010
http://www.digyorkshire.
com/
The very nature of the
piece- being a collection
of entirely separate
stories- also makes it hard
to emotionally connect
to the piece as someone
may typically do with a
conventional singular
narrative.
However, this should in
no way be a dissuasion
from witnessing a rich and
remarkable collaboration
that has drawn on some
extraordinary tales from
every continent.

places in the world by
a single thought and a
single story, and then
finding a way to collect
and connect these
stories into a coherent
theatre piece. He
described
the
extremely interactive
and organic process
by which this and other works are created. It will be fascinating to
know how the stylised map of the world made of multi-coloured
post-it notes, with accompanying cartoon-like drawings standing
to attention on this global stage, and a flip-chart array of key words
and themes, transforms into a theatre-piece aimed at a target
audience of all-age theatre goers – quite a challenge but one that
this group seem to thrive on and are obviously very successful
at. In the final question and answer session Alex Kelly summed
up progress so far something to the effect of ‘What is the show?
What is the show about? We’re still asking those two fundamental
questions although the idea was conceived in 2007!’
Brian Rogers

Session 7: OS Open Data
The final morning started with an educational session on OS
OpenData. There were a few tired faces (some increasingly tired, if
nodding heads and the occasional snore from delegates who had
possibly over exerted themselves at the previous night’s Annual
Dinner were taken into account) and a few absentees, but I think
that all present learnt a decent amount on a subject that potentially
affects every cartographer.

OS Opendata consultation: the politics of
empowerment?
Bob Barr (MGL)

http://www.ordnancesurvey.
co.uk/oswebsite/opendata/
index.html
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Bob began with a run down on the OS Open Data government
consultation. His comments about a major problem being the
lack of a coherent government policy, were well understood by
many present who had looked at the consultation and scratched
our heads in confusion. The fact that no single department was in
charge of data inevitably leads to overlap, inefficiency, and more
worryingly discrepancies, in data: a 15% disparity between the ITN
OS survey street data and the unchangeable Royal Mail postcode
data being a good example. He argued - rightly in my opinion about a need for “Core Reference Geography” to be included,
with standardisation of naming and a single group/department in
overall control of all geographic-based data. Bob finished with a
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brief overview of what happened as the OS Open Data was almost
over-hurriedly released on 1 April 2010 which, astonishingly was
not a fool.

Why OSM won’t be bulk importing OS OpenData
Andy Robinson (OSM)

Andy Robinson is one of the leading figures in OpenStreetMap
(OSM). He explained why OSM would not be bulk importing the
newly available OS data into their product. He began with some
background into the consultation, which re-covered some of
Bob’s comments - and even used a couple of identical maps as
illustration - but quickly skipped through this and onto the specific
problems. Major problems in available data being of different
standards and not fully integrated were mentioned, which led, to,
for example, many boundary lines not aligning properly between
the data sets. A lack of some specific data and, most importantly,
naming of features added to the problem, and Andy concluded
by saying that whilst some of the newly available data was useful
- such as locations of green areas - in general, OS Open Data was
unsuitable for wholesale import into OSM.

Making maps with OS OpenData
Richard Fairhurst (journalist & cartographer)

The session ended with a presentation in which Richard Fairhurst
of Waterways World spoke about his experiences producing maps
using the OS OpenData. Richard compared the different sets
which OS had made available, and their potential uses. Several
pretty illustrations which had been produced using OpenData were
shown, proving that with the right knowledge and requirements,
good data was now freely available. After an overview of the
accuracy, depth of data (in terms of completeness) and feature
coverage, he ended with some comments on the potential
copyright implications (the dreaded derived data issue) which
sounded generally positive though tempered with the proviso that
we are still slightly lacking a full understanding, as the rules are still
being digested and full boundaries not yet established.

Several pretty illustrations
which had been produced
using OpenData were
shown, proving that with
the right knowledge and
requirements, good data was
now freely available

Rich Perkins
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Session 8: Crowdsourcing and Open Data
This session took a look at the data currently available ‘out there’
that we can get our hands on and showed some examples of what
can be done with it.

OpenStreetMap - the quality issue

Ollie O’Brien (University College London)

Ollie began by looking at issues in Open Street Map with regard
to the quality and completeness of the data, and looked at the
various sources used to compile the data, studies made of the
data and comparisons with other sources.
Basically Ollie was asking, “how good is the data compared to real
life?” and “what importance we should place on different aspects of
the data?” The early origins of the project in 2004 were based around
GPS traces contributed by users including a mountain of data from
delivery companies in and around London. It was interesting to see
the inaccuracies in the raw data from these sources and the tools
that are used to clean up this data and generalise it into a usable
form. Since these beginnings many other sources have been used
to contribute to the database including tracing of out of copyright
maps, and tracing of aerial imagery from Yahoo which has been
permitted since 2006. This generally provides better accuracy than
GPS but is dependent upon the resolution of the imagery. Since
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2009 the National Public Transport
Access Node (NaPTAN) database
has become available from the
Department of Transport proving very
useful for railway stations, bus stations
and bus stops, and the availability of
Ordnance Survey OpenData since
April 2010 has proved very useful for
building outlines which were difficult to
obtain from other sources.
Quality studies have shown the data
to be as good as many consumer
grade web sites but is it complete
yet? No, but it is getting better. Studies
of completeness have shown UK
coverage currently at 65% and in July
2007 the Netherlands was the first country with complete coverage.
In the US, TIGER data provides good coverage though the quality
is low, however good tools are available, such as those from
Cloudmade, to clean up the data. It was interesting to note that
Flickr used Open Street Map for all of its mapping of the Beijing
Olympics.

The data sharing revolution and the data.gov.uk initiative
Richard Stirling (data.gov.uk)

Richard took us through the efforts being made to present data
available via the government’s data.gov.uk website in a clearer and
more useable form.
Data.gov.uk is a key part of the government’s transparency
programme and it’s Richard’s job to head up the implementation of
this project. In the past this data has been presented in a very ‘dry’
form such as plain PDF documents, but real efforts are now being
made to visualise this in a way that is useable for the general public
rather than just analysts. One example that Richard highlighted
was presenting statistics and qualitative data on different schools
visually on a map in a way that parents can analyse the best
schools for their children and the proximity to where they live.
Richard seemed to be genuinely enthusiastic about taking data
and doing something useful with it, and encourages other people
to “get excited and make things.”

Richard seemed to be
genuinely enthusiastic
about taking data and doing
something useful with it, and
encourages other people
to “get excited and make
things.”
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Layering open data onto web maps
Stuart Grant (geo.me)

Stuart took a look at how to use the data available from sources
such as data.gov.uk, as well as others such as Worldbank and
The Guardian, to take up Richard’s call to “get excited and make
things”.
The issue that Stuart took up first as the usefulness of the data.
To be useful data should be readable and, more importantly,
processable. Data is often presented in plain PDF format which,
though universally readable, is not very processable, ie you can’t
do anything with it, unless you convert it into another form. The web
is very useful for presenting the data as it is platform agnostic but
traditionally there were too many proprietary formats. These are
now disappearing and things are getting better with various “cloud”
services and the upcoming HTML5 standard. Stuart showed us
some nice examples of dynamic choropleths and heatmaps taking
data from various sources as well as a dynamically updated map
showing cycle hire availability in central London using the ‘Ruby
On Rails’ developer platform which can use various different map
sources such as Google or Open Street Map as an API to produce
different types of maps for the web.
David Hume

Welcome to the world of the geo data silo: where closed
data is open and open data is closed
Gary Gale (Nokia)

Inspired by London Transport maps, various historical maps
and his son, Gary has been involved with maps and mapping
for many years. His entertaining, informative and well-illustrated
lecture took delegates on a short trip along the route taken by
location-based communications from smoke signals, pigeons,
the compass, maps such as the Mappa Mundi, radio signals
and triangulation through to today’s maps as seen in smart
phone with GPS-based mobile devices. He then turned his
attention to data, silos of data and the “geo-industry” where the
map doesn’t seem to be important any more; it’s all about the
data and the map is often strangely absent.
Gary then took delegates on another trip, this time into the dark
world of ‘Geo-Babel’, where we have data, lots of data, wide
and varied, some commercial (Navteq and Teleatlas), some
authoritative (Britain’s Ordnance Survey) and some of it crowdsourced and growing aggressively (OpenStreetMap), some
from unlikely sources (Flickr) and some from location-based
social networking services (FourSquare and Gowalla). All this
data, often available and free, a cartographer’s dream, but wait,
Gary explains that there is now a darker side to data. Much of
18
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this ‘free’ data appears to be locked in its own private little data
silos, ironically at a time when previously proprietary data becomes
unlocked and open (Ordnance Survey), crowd -sourced data
become locked behind a well meaning but restrictive license, the
question is posed to delegates, how can we, as part of the geoindustry, dig ourselves out of this hole?
Mike Shand

Panel discussion:
“All this data is good but what about the cartography?”
Panelists included Bob Barr, Richard Fairhurst and Gary Gale

The last session of the conference was setup as a panel
discussion, with the theme of “All this data is good, but what
about the cartography?” In order to start the ball rolling the
preceding presentation was by Gary Gale (Nokia/Ovi Maps). His
grandly entitled presentation - Welcome to the world of the geo
data silo; where closed data is open and open data is closed certainly resonated with me, particularly “the four horsemen of
the geopocalypse”. Gary sat aside to allow his fellow panellists
a short rant-space each. Richard Fairhurst concentrated on his
vision of carto-goodness. He made an interesting analogy between
industrial carto (Google), Boing Boing carto (retro 8-bit games
style map) and Artisan carto (cartography with care). For a laugh
(I presume!) he proposed a figurehead for web cartography and
then flipped up a slide with three figureheads - Jobs, Gates and
Chilton. He was followed by Bob Barr with a wider view of maps
and quality. I then tried to propose some questions to the panel (eg
you have shown examples of good/bad design - but what are you
exactly looking for when you are making those choices?) - and then
opened it up for audience participation and questions/comments.
We really should have recorded this session as there was a widerange of points made, few of which I can now recall! You really
needed to be there to get the full impact
of the panellists’ views and the lively
discussion that ensued.
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair
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Annual Dinner
Whilst we were sipping our pre-dinner drinks our President Danny
Dorling appeared on the BBC News channel, having been called
to the studios in Manchester earlier that day to give his opinion on
the possible effects of imminent government spending cuts. It was
quite surreal as he appeared to be ‘live on TV’ and simultaneously
in our midst!

We were a very select bunch for this year’s dinner in the Carriage
Restaurant in the Chancellor’s Conference Centre. We were served
a superb menu, in keeping with all the conference catering, and,
considering the gender imbalance, the girls quietly breathed a sigh
of relief that the ceilidh had been dropped this year.

Wallis Award
		
…..and I was only going to the cinema!
The phone went just as I was getting ready, with Mike Shand saying
that there had been a drop out at the evening’s dinner and that a
car was coming to get me! Lucky for me, I had put
a clean shirt on to see Piranha 3D!
The dinner was great and the after dinner speeches
equally so, but the surprise of the evening for me,
was being awarded the Wallis Award for my entry
on “Paddling for Fun”. I was very much taken
aback and chuffed to be awarded the 2010 Wallis
Award for work that I have contributed to over the
past year. The last time I won the award was whilst
working with South Lanarkshire Council on the all
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new, South Lanarkshire Local Plan, so to be awarded it again has
been a privilege and I am really honoured.
Pub Paddles was a first for Rivers Publishing and could be the start
of what appears to be a very successful launch to a new series
of family-friendly books covering the waterways of the South East.
Peter Knowles from Rivers Publishing contacted me after chatting
with Franco Ferrero of Pesda Press and soon after we started to
work up a style for the maps, the aim being to keep them clear,
concise and still fun to look at.
The Outer Hebrides book from Pesda Press now sits alongside
other titles in a series that we have worked on, mapping the
coastline of Britain as various authors work round the coast. We
take authors’ sketches and tide information to create a consistent
appearance across all the series. The Outer Hebrides book takes
the reader on a voyage to many of the islands in the Outer Hebrides
as well as some challenging paddles, even out as far as St Kilda.
My introduction panel at Summer School was titled “Paddling for
Fun!!” and really does hopefully capture the flavour of kayaking
today from family-friendly paddling on back waters and rivers in the
South East to the extreme paddling conditions that may be found
on a trip to the Outer Hebrides. I thoroughly enjoyed working on
these publications alongside the teams at Rivers Publishing and
Pesda Press and look forward to continuing to provide cartographic
support to publishers.
		
…….now, off to the cinema!

Pub Paddles from Rivers
Publishing at http://www.
riverspublishing.co.uk/ and
The Outer Hebrides from
Pesda Press at http://www.
pesdapress.com/ were the
entries.

Don Williams

Don receiving the
Wallis award
from Danny Dorling
the Society’s president
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Reflections - a first-timer’s view
In the cozy setting of Chancellor’s Conference Centre I was able
to attend my first SoC summer school this year and quickly learnt
how this event is a great occasion to get involved in the Society’s
activities. It was a quite spontaneous decision for me to take part
in this year’s summer school, looking out for some procrastination
tactics to avoid having to work on my PhD. As Manchester is quite
close to Sheffield, I decided to commute for all three days and
therefore missed the evenings which apparently were great fun for
the participants.
The first day started off quite locally with Manchester being the
focus of the first session. The passion of Andrew Taylor presenting
his very own version of a Manchester city map was impressive,
although recent developments in online mapping and digital maps
may make it hard for his project. It was a good start nevertheless:
it was all about maps, and there was a good bunch of map nerds
in the lecture hall who made the discussions really interesting.
The maps and geopolitics session summed up a good variety of
issues related to critical cartography and raised the issue of the
political power of maps. An insight into the media perception of
Kosovo by Peter Vujakovic demonstrated how important this is
even nowadays and thus far from being a historical issue. And as
I was already there, I took the chance (and my member’s duty) to
attend the SoC’s AGM which took less than an hour and went as
smoothly as one would not have expected from a general meeting.
The SoC committee has done great work!
The second day started with another evergreen: transport maps
and the inevitable tube-map, presented in large varieties for the
British rail network by Andrew Smithers. This marked the beginning
of some more down-to-earth mapping topics that relate to our
everyday spaces, such as cycle maps, community mapping and
our mental maps of a city. Squeezed between these sessions
was the delegates’ session which I shall refrain from judging, as I
made my own contribution here. It is also worth mentioning the little
poster exhibition in the back of the theatre, which displayed a nice
variety of entries to the Wallis Award. There could have been more,
but what was on display covered a good selection of mapping
projects - two of which proved that cartograms can still produce
some exciting new map views (* this may be a quite biased view of
the writer). Some participants may have got lost during some parts
of the afternoon’s Artography Session, but I found it nevertheless
quite interesting to see some perhaps less usual uses of
cartographic elements. Sheffield-based theatre group Third Angel
brought everyone’s attention back while wrapping up the activities
of their research map which they created throughout the day just
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outside the lecture theatre.
The last day satisfied the technical nerd in me, when crowdsourcing
and OpenData were on the agenda - those bits that are often the
‘cartography’ bits on geography events these days. The speakers
did a good job making these two sessions a great pleasure, by
not only showing what is technically possible, but also raising
critical voices about the cartographic issues of these trends in
geotechnology. Gary Gale wrapped this up in a very entertaining
- and nevertheless substantial - contribution on the cartography
behind all those emerging data and technologies. The concluding
panel discussion built upon all this, but there was too little time to
get into all these issues in more detail. So remained the impression
(and task for us all) that cartography has yet to define its role in the
digital age.
Despite many speakers introducing themselves as “not being a
cartographer”, this summer school was a very valuable event for
focusing on cartography and maps rather than technology and
GIS, without forgetting that we live in a digital age. This made it a
great event for a map addict.
Besides all the talks, the number of participants made this summer
school a very welcoming event. Being new to it, there were few

For more information visit
Ben’s personal
research website
www.viewsoftheworld.net
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familiar faces (though Sheffield was represented quite well, so I did
hardly feel lost). It was a really friendly and personal atmosphere,
because it didn’t take long to see who all the participants were. I
would wish for future summer schools to be not much bigger than
this one, as the openness of discussion among all participants
during the sessions as well as in the breaks benefited hugely from
it.
To complete my personal impressions, I must say that I would
rather call this event an annual conference than an annual summer
school, as the whole character of the event certainly is much more
that of a conference. But that did not disappoint me at all, as the
venue allowed for plenty of opportunities to chat and discuss with
the other participants. I also found it quite good that there was just
one talk at a time so that the often painful decision of which session
to attend was obsolete
Chris Perkins and Nick Scarle, the local organizers, did a great job,
and I hope that my first SoC summer school will not be my last! It
even did a great job for some more ideas for my PhD, so it wasn’t
wasted time at all. And next time I will make sure to not miss the
evening programme...
Benjamin Hennig
PhD Student
University of Sheffield

Twitter is a website,
owned and operated by
Twitter Inc., which offers
a social networking and
microblogging service,
enabling its users to send
and read other users’
messages called tweets.
Tweets are text-based posts
of up to 140 characters
displayed on the user’s
profile page. Tweets are
publicly visible by default,
however senders can
restrict message delivery to
their friends list. Users may
subscribe to other author
tweets—this is known as
following and subscribers
are known as followers.
[wikipedia]
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Conference Twittering - some thoughts
This year for the first time the social networking tool Twitter seemed
to be used by a significant number of people, both at and away
from the conference. I thought it might be useful just to step back
and take a look at how it was used and what effect it might have
had.
A unique hashtag was issued (#soc10) to allow those that wanted
to follow the tweets to include ones about the conference in their
Twitter feed. This was noted on a social conference directory
(lanyrd.com) which indicated seven people who were attending,
and presumably were going to tweet about it (they all did). It was
also noted in a posting to Carto-Soc, and became self-perpetuating
as folk tweeted the hashtag publicly.
Basic statistics: a record was kept of the tweets including that
hashtag, from just before the conference till the day after (note: that
twitter is essentially a very ephemeral medium, and even twitter.
com doesn’t allow deep history of hashtag searching).
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Total number of tweets: 217
Number of individual tweeters: 38
Number of those 38 that were actually at the conference: 12
Number of those that are actually SoC members: 3
Average number of tweets (217/38): 5+

So you could say that this shows Twitter spreading the influence
of the conference way beyond those attending, and way beyond
traditional SoC members. However this concept has to be
tempered with the fact that 108 of the total tweets (50%) came from
3 people AT the conference. It should be noted that many of the
non-attending tweets were single ones from folk just re-tweeting
something interesting that had been said, but that is part of the
power of social networking. [Those 3 people were in descending
order: worldmapper (48 tweets), steev8 (33), and oobr (27) - I’ll
leave them behind their Twitter names, but you may well be able to
work out who they are!]
What parts of the programme received most commentary? Well
in no particular order these presentations all received significant
coverage: rail maps; cycle maps; psychogeography; using OS
OpenData; data.gov; data silos and the final debate. Also very
prominent was the Third Angel ‘whatiheardabouttheworld’ project,
which was on for one full day in the social space, and tended to
tweet all new data added by delegates.

The following are examples of quotes from the Twitter feed
“Looks like #soc10 in Manchester is the ‘geo’ place to be this
week” - from an outsider noting it was on the same time as
OpenTech
“#soc10 is about 2 streets from my house but I’ll be at OpenTech”
- a response
“Can you identify all 6 countries and name their capitals. We
got 5/6 at the #soc10 quiz” - it was a hard quiz and someone
photocopied the map/name question sheet and shared it
“My #ffgeo this week goes to all at #soc10 for some great tweets
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from the conference” - recognition indeed from a prominent
outside blogger/tweeter in the GIS field
“Some non tweeters at the conf have expressed interest in the feed
- can we post the feed on carto-soc somehow?”
- yes, we did pretty sharply after that request. One possible addition
next year might be a monitor in the social space with a scrolling
twitterfeed - an idea which was received well at a conference we
ran at Middx Uni recently (but avoid having it in the conference
room please!)
So, whatever your views on Twitter (trivialises, timewaster, etc) it
is reasonable to assume that it is good publicity for SoC and the
conference, and should be encompassed and indeed encouraged.
I write this on the day that Greater Manchester police have tweeted
every incident in their report book for the day - as a way of letting
the general public know the amount and range of incidents that
they are dealing with. It really is one of the THE ways that info is
disseminated these days (cf 10 Downing Street tweeting the news
of the OS OpenData release BEFORE the press release).
So - roll on #soc11

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Manchester organisers Nick
Scarle and
Chris Perkins
relaxing on the final day of
the conference
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CARTOGRAPHIC RAMBLINGS
Flight and expulsion
This is interesting interactive mapping depicting departure and
arrival of refugees based on the annual UNHCR Refugee Report.
The United Nations High Commission for Refugees’ primary
purpose is to safeguard the rights and well-being of refugees. The
website’s interactive visualisation ‘attempts to give a comprehensive
overview of the phenomenon of flight and expulsion, an ongoing
issue of global scale and extreme complexity’.
The visualisation originated from a class project at Potsdam
University of Applied Sciences in 2008.

http://www.niceone.org/lab/
refugees/

Mapping Stereotypes
A series of maps entitled ‘The geography of prejudice’ certainly
provide food for thought.

Follow this link:
http://alphadesigner.
com/project-mappingstereotypes.html?ref=nf
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Segregation and integration
When cartographer Bill Rankin recently produced a map of Chicago
showing the city’s areas of racial integration . . . Eric Fischer saw
it and decided to create similar maps for the top 40 cities in the
United States.

http://www.fastcompany.
com/1690097/infographicsof-the-day-how-segregatedis-your-city
Using US Census data
from 2000, he created a
map where one dot equals
25 people. The dots are
then colour-coded based
on race: white is pink; black
is blue; Hispanic is orange,
and Asian is green. The
results for various cities are
fascinating: Just like every
city is different, every city is
integrated (or segregated)
in different ways.

CHICAGO http://www.
radicalcartography.net/
index.html?chicagodots

Steve Chilton’s ramblings
on psychogeography, art and cartography
“I don’t write a blog but if I did ...”1

I was writing a Chair’s piece for this Newsletter and started thinking
about some aspects of the recent summer school at Manchester
and their connection to recent random cartographic events, and
realised that there was a bit of a thread running through it all.
There were some quite left-field presentations at Manchester in
the sessions2 on Everyday Mapping and Artography (who on earth
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thought to use that heading, oh yes, I know who it was!). The two
psychogeography presentations had “spaced-out” and “schizo
cartography” in their titles, yet despite being delivered by academics
were very grounded. In fact they were also grounded in the sense
that they both explored aspects of particular walks, one with ‘rules’
on where to walk and the other freeform. These presentations have
fuelled my desire to explore more of this neglected aspect of my
education. In fact there is a standard psychogeography textbook
on my family Christmas present list – yes, we still do it that way,
three boys you see! – but I suspect the boys will choose the CD
options to bring my musical experiences into this millennium.
Due to SoC committee commitments I had to miss the first art
presentation. But the second presentation on “practices of artists”
certainly made me think – mostly about my lack of vocabulary. I was
reduced to writing words down in order to check them for meaning,
as they came so thick and fast on the “non-representational
frameworks for understanding mapping”. Finally, the guys from
Third Angel and Mala Voadora explained their work on the “What
I Heard About the World” project. All day they had been working
with delegates to get stories about locations randomly selected
from a deck of place cards. I would have loved to have seen the
performance that resulted from this a while later at the Crucible
Theatre in Sheffield.
All the above got me thinking about some other art/cartography
events that I had also come across, usually via folks’ blogs or
tweets. The first was the “map marathon” at the RGS on 16/17
October, organised by Serpentine Gallery3 which claimed to be
where “a productive encounter between the arts and sciences
finds physical form”. Whether it was or not I will leave others to
decide. But judging by the tweets from two people that I know who
attended, it seemed to be more about art than cartography, and
indeed was very under-represented by presenters with a mapping
background – Peter Barber, Tim Robinson and Stamen Design
excepted. I have trawled the web for any reports on the event and
found very little. The one that I did find from Angus Cameron4 had
this to say:
‘Notable for their absence from the whole thing were
the geographers. Despite being in the RGS, the only
‘geographers’ on the line-up were myself and Peter Barber
(chief map librarian at the British Library). And as we pointed
out to each other, neither of us are really proper geographers
anyway (both, coincidentally being in part products of
International Relations at Sussex). I’m not sure if there were
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any geographers in the audience either, but if not then the
discipline seems to have missed a trick. This was, after
all, a very high-profile international event on home turf both
institutionally (RGS) and conceptually (maps) and ‘we’ seem
to have managed to ignore it. It certainly seems not to
have been advertised by the RGS itself, which seems very
strange.’
So what were the other events that inspired this ramble?

There follows a random few words on several of them (plus links):
Axis maps created some startling maps from nothing but type,
which are now on sale:
http://www.axismaps.com/typographic.php

The Map Room blog noted ‘Constructed Territory’ - an art
exhibition by “artists who incorporate maps, cartography, and
topographical examination into their work,” running until January 9
2011 in Dayton, Ohio:
http://www.mcwetboy.net/maproom/2010/11/map_art_exhibit_2.
php

Also from The Map Room was “France is bacon”, which I think
speaks for itself:
http://www.mcwetboy.net/maproom/2010/11/france_is_bacon.php

The “time on their hands” award probably goes to this team, for
their Lego map of Europe:
http://www.mcwetboy.net/maproom/2010/11/lego_map_of_eur.
php

Rich Treves’ Google Earth Design blog noted “an intriguing
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outbreak of using maps in art in the blogosphere”:
http://googleearthdesign.blogspot.com/2010/10/maps-and-art.
html

Which linked to the following:
http://www.xn--slarsteinn-gbb.com a Google text only map (cf Axis

Maps, but rather less interesting)
http://hilobrow.com/2010/10/03/time-zones/ art of boundaries in

Google imagery
http://googleearthart.blogspot.com/ art from Google Earth

CNN noted “America’s suburban sprawl elevated to aerial art”,
some fabulous photos:
http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/americas/11/08/urban.
sprawl.images.us/index.html?hpt=C1

Mapperz blog noted some artography, which I particularly liked:
http://mapperz.blogspot.com/2010/11/artography-maps.html

And finally, though not strictly art/cartography you really should
have an RSS feed to the Strange Maps blog, which as I write this
expands on the maps Mapperz noted, and has other examples:
http://bigthink.com/blogs/strange-maps
Notes
1
2
3

If I did blog I would be saying something like this: http://blog.nestoria.
co.uk/nestoria-interview-steve-chilton-opensttreetmap
http://www.serpentinegallery.org/2010/10/serpentine_gallery_map_
marathon_blog.html
http://xenotopia.wordpress.com/2010/10/20/map-marathonserpentine-galleryrgs/

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Stocking fillers
New books
‘Map of a Nation: A Biography of the Ordnance Survey’ by Rachel

Hewitt is published by Granta £25.00
Just My Type by Simon Garfield, published by Profile Books
£14.99
Cartographers, like everyone else using computers in this digital
age, are aware of typefaces and I expect, like me, they have a
quietly geeky interest in looking at and using them.
“OpenStreetMap: Using and Enhancing the Free Map of the
World” by Frederik Ramm, Jochen Topf, Steve Chilton

UIT Cambridge, 1st edition, 2010 ISBN 978-1-90686-011-0 386 pp
Availability, see: http://www.openstreetmap.info/
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For more detail visit:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/
world/2010/nov/11/nicaragua-troops-calero-islandgoogle-maps
http://www.guardian.co.uk/
technology/2010/nov/15/
google-map-dispute-nicaragua

IN THE NEWS
Guardian, November 2010
Google Nicaraguan map error
‘An error by Google Maps which wrongly gave Nicaragua a tiny
parcel of land in Costa Rica is threatening to escalate into a
continent-wide dispute.’
Although the ownership of the Calero Island has been disputed for
two centuries, recently, as a result of a Google Map error, ownership
of the Calero Island appeared as belonging to Nicaragua. They
moved troops onto the island and are now refusing to withdraw
them.
The Internet company has acknowledged that it made a mistake.
However it is surprising that the Nicaraguan government used
Google Maps alone to check the ownership of the territory.
Rosie Duncan

SOCIETY NEWS
Summer School 5-7 September 2011
The University of Plymouth is the venue for the 2011 summer
school. The University is within a few minutes’ walk of the thriving
city centre, main bus and railway stations.
The conference will be held in the Sherwell Centre and
accommodation in the Francis Drake Hall, one of the University’s
newest halls of residence. In a break from the traditional annual
dinner and to celebrate Plymouth’s long and proud naval history,
we are hoping to host a meal with music as we take an evening
cruise around The Sound and up the lower reaches of the River
Tamar. Jamie, Brian and Tim look forward to seeing you September
2011.
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SOCIETY VACANCY
Honorary Reviews Editor
The Society needs a new Honorary Reviews Editor for the Bulletin.
Bob Parry returned temporarily to the post three years ago, but now
seeks permanent retirement!
The Reviews Editor should have an awareness of, and active
interest in, new publications (and maps) in cartography and
related fields, and possess some editing skills. The work requires
soliciting, receiving and dispersing material to suitable reviewers,
and receiving and editing the reviews before passing them to the
Bulletin Editor. Bob is happy to email further information about what
is required to any prospective candidates, and can also supply a
list of recent reviewers and of likely publishers. He should initially be
contacted via the Newsletter Editor.

EVENTS
24 - 27 January 2011
Defence Geospatial Intelligence (DGI)
Venue: QEII Centre, London

For further information
Online: www.DefenceGeospatial.com
Email: dgi@wbr.co.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7368 9465

Principle Sponsor: ESRI,
Associate Sponsor: DigitalGlobe

The Oxford Seminars in Cartography - 2010/11 Programme
10 March 2011
The Commission on the Royal Forests 1787-93: Maps and
parliamentary scrutiny in Britain David Fletcher, London
Metropolitan University
Venue: University of Oxford, Centre for the Environment, South
Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3QY
Time: 5.00pm - 6.30pm

9 June 2011
Mapping of Manchester - Martin Dodge, University of
Manchester
Venue: University of Oxford, Centre for the Environment, South
Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3QY
Time: 5.00pm - 6.30pm

31 March 2011
School of Geography, University of Nottingham

Nick Millea
Map Librarian, Bodleian
Library, Broad Street,
Oxford, OX1 3BG
Tel:
01865 287119
Fax: 01865 277139
Email: nick.millea@
bodleian.ox.ac.uk

The Oxford Seminars in
Cartography are supported
by the Friends of TOSCA,
ESRI (UK) Ltd, Oxford
Cartographers, and the
School of Geography and
the Environment.
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Research Seminar Series 2010-11
Maps to the public: what use, lies, London and magnificent
maps” - Peter Barber, Head of Map Collections, British
Library
Venue: Lecture Theatre A40, School of Geography, Sir Clive
Granger Building, University of Nottingham, University Park,
Nottingham NG7 2RD
Time: 5.00pm
All interested parties are welcome to attend, for more information
contact: Andrea Payne
Email: Andrea Payne@nottingham.ac.uk

8 - 10 June 2011
Mapping 2011 - The Power of the Image
The British Cartographic Society
Venue: Shrigley Hall, Nr Macclesfield, Cheshire
Call for papers now open until 14 January 2011 http://www.
cartography.org.uk/

END NOTE
This is a bumper edition consisting largely of conference reporting
which is good for all those members who were unable to attend
this year’s Summer School. Times are hard and finances are being
cut back. However, the event is very good value, not only, for the
knowledge transfer, but the networking opportunities. It would be
good to see more members attending next year’s summer school.
The SoC 2011 team are already working hard to make Plymouth a
success.
The task of proof reading this edition was ably carried out by Claire
Ivison wielding her red pen, to whom I am extremely grateful. This
newsletter would be the poorer without her close attention to detail.
Although hoar frosts and snow have descended upon many of us
this week, once the festive season has passed, I shall soon be
turning my thoughts to spring and fresh contributions to keep
members informed and amused, by which time I sincerely hope
that we have a new Reviews Editor in place and Bob Parry can at
last enjoy his longed for retirement.
Ed

NEXT EDITION April 2011
If you would like to contribute please write to me at:
Rosie.Duncan@staffs.ac.uk
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SOCIETY OF CARTOGRAPHERS
Minutes of 46th Annual General Meeting
University of Manchester
Wednesday 8 September 2010

Members present: 23.
Apologies: Tim Absalom; Huw Dobson; Gary Haley; Steve Chilton and Mike Wood.
Acting Chair Mike Shand requested any further nominations for Committee posts before opening
the meeting.
The meeting opened at 5.30pm
1.

Chair’s Introduction

Acting Chair Mike Shand welcomed all to the 46th AGM of The Society of Cartographers Ltd. and
thanked everyone attending for supporting the Society.
2. Minutes of the 45th AGM held at University of Southampton, Tuesday 7th September 2009
and matters arising.There were no matters arising and the minutes were adopted.

Proposed: Brian Rogers
Seconded: Don Williams
The minutes were duly signed by the Acting Chair Mike Shand.
3.

Society Reports (full reports presented to AGM and published separately)

(a) Hon. Secretary’s Report
(b) Hon. Treasurer’s Report
(c) Bulletin Editor’s Report (including Newsletter and Bulletin Subscription Reports)		
(d) Membership Secretary’s Report
It was agreed to limit Newsletter access to Society members; future Newsletters will only be available
via the Members’ Area on the Society website. A contents list will be posted on Carto-SoC and
the Society website. Don Williams formally recorded thanks to Heather Browning for her work on
the Society finances over the past year, especially while still undertaking her role as Membership
Secretary. Graham Allsopp endorsed her proposal to incorporate the accounting for Membership
and Bulletin subscriptions into the Treasurer’s role, adding that this procedure will benefit the Society
through reduced liability. There were no further comments from the floor on the Society Reports:
Acting Chair, Mike Shand called for acceptance of the Reports en bloc.
Proposed: Nick Scarle
Seconded: Danny Dorling
4.

Election of 2010-2011 Committee

No new nominations had been received for the following posts; all were willing to stand again for
re-election:
		
Chair:		
Steve Chilton		
		
Hon. Secretary:
Mike Shand
		
Bulletin Editor:
Alex Kent
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Newsletter Editor: Rosie Duncan
The above nominees were duly elected en-bloc to the Society Committee for 2010-11.
Proposed: Brian Rogers
Seconded: Chris Perkins
New post holders were nominated as below:
		
Hon. Treasurer:		
Heather Browning
		
Proposed: M. Shand
Seconded: R. Duncan
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Membership Secretary:
Proposed: H. Browning

Jenny Kynaston
Seconded: M. Shand

Committee Member:
Proposed: H. Browning

Miles Irving
Seconded: M. Shand

Committee Member:
Proposed: Paul Taylor

Stuart Gill
Seconded: H. Browning

The post of Bulletin Subscriptions Manager remains vacant. The Chair requested that members
interested in joining the Committee are welcome to approach any Committee member following the
meeting.
Our thanks go to two long-standing Society members who have stepped down recently from the
Committee, Graham Allsopp and Gary Haley. Graham had been on the Society Committee since
1987 including 10 years as Treasurer, he was responsible for establishing Carto-Soc and creating our
first website. Graham continues to assist the Society as a Carto-SoC moderator. Gary Haley served
on the Society Committee in various roles over a 14 year period in matters relating to the Bulletin,
Newsletter and Publicity; he has offered to continue to help with the production of the Bulletin.

5.

Any other business duly notified

Brian Rogers informed those present that the next Summer School will be hosted at the University of
Plymouth from 5-7 September 2011; he added that a poster was on display giving information on the
event. Acting Chair Mike Shand appealed to those present to contact the Committee if they wished
to host future Summer Schools.
There being no other business, Acting Chair Mike Shand thanked those present for their contributions
and closed the meeting at 5.55 pm.
Mike Shand
Hon. Secretary
Honorary Secretary’s Report 2009-10

The past year began with the Annual Summer School held at the University of Southampton. Thanks
go to Alex Kent, his colleagues and the Society Committee for providing delegates and the Society
with another successful and well-attended Summer School.
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The 2008-9 Wallis Award for ‘excellence in cartography’ was awarded to Michael Murphy, University
College Cork, for his Cultural Atlas of the Ring of Kerry.
Three Committee meetings were held during the year, one at the University of Reading and two at the
University of Manchester. One summer School half-bursary was awarded in 2009.
Finally, offers would be most welcome for hosts for the 2013 Summer School and for future years.
Mike Shand
Hon. Secretary
Acting Honorary Treasurer’s report, September 2009 -10

Last September in the absence of a Treasurer I was appointed to the Acting Treasurer role. Following
a handover from Graham Allsopp I completed the accounts for the period 1 April 2008 to 31 March
2009 and submitted them to our accountant Gillian Nowell for independent examining. These
accounts were submitted to Companies House on 14 February 2010, a copy was then placed on the
Society website in the members’ area and a hardcopy has been circulated at this meeting.
The accounts for the period 1st April 2009 to 31 March 2010 are with the accountant at the moment –
due to illness there will be a delay in returning the accounts but Gillian has assured me that they will
be ready by 31 December 2010 when they need to be submitted to Companies House.
The accounts are now produced in a different format to past years – this is to meet the requirements
of Companies House.
On page 9 the accounts show in the year to 31 March 2009 a net gain of £4,944, income of £12,191
compared with an expenditure of £7,247. The previous year’s figures are substantially lower but
we need to note that this is for a 6 month period only and this period did not include any summer
school income and did cover the period when the membership year changed and all members were
given a ‘free’ 3 months of membership. The bank accounts as of 31 March 2009 showed a surplus
of £17,376.
The accounts that have been sent to our accountant for the period to March 2010 also include £1,241
surplus from Southampton. The bank accounts as of 31 March 2010 show a surplus of £23,927.
Some of this surplus is because income from Bulletin subscriptions are received in one financial year
and the payment for the production costs was not paid until May this year.
I have made a recommendation to the Committee that the Bulletin Subs and Membership secretaries
roles are altered so that they are no longer responsible for producing the invoices for subs – the
accounts that we now need to produce need to apportion income / expenditure to the correct year it
relates to and therefore this part of the job will be made much easier if all the income and expenditure
movement on the accounts is dealt with by the Treasurer.
I make these recommendations at the same time as offering to stand as Treasurer for the Society. I
am not standing as Membership Secretary this year.
Finally I would like to take this opportunity to thank Gillian Nowell in her absence for all her assistance
on the end of the telephone in helping me complete last year’s submission and of course a big thank
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you to Graham for all his hard work in the Treasurer role in recent years.
Heather Browning
Acting Treasurer, 04.09.10
Membership Secretary’s Report 2009 - 10

This past year I have spent maintaining the membership details database and chasing non-payers
for their subscriptions – there is still a lot of work relating to the changes in fees paid and bank
accounts that took place 2 years ago.
On 4 September 2010 the membership of the Society stands at 147 members, a reduction of 7
members from last year but we do have 9 new members.
19 members still owe a total of £389, a reduction from £916 owed this time last year. In the next
couple of months reminders will be sent to the 23 members who still have standing orders with our
old bank account asking them to change their standing orders to the new amount, new bank account
and new time.
At the moment we are unable to accept payment by Paypal but bank account details have been
supplied so that direct online payments can be made. We aim to set up online banking again in the
near future.
I would like to make the annual plea to all members who still pay by cheque to consider paying by
standing order in order that the Society receives the funds it is due on time.
As you will be aware, I also took on the Acting Treasurer role for the Society last year. I am now
standing for election as the Treasurer and therefore will be standing down at this meeting from the
Membership Secretary’s role, Thank you to all of you that have made the job relatively simple by
paying the correct subs on time and do hope you support my successor in the same way.
Heather Browning
Membership Secretary
Bulletin Editor’s Report 2009 - 10

Volume 43 of the Bulletin of the Society of Cartographers was printed and distributed in March this
year, sporting excerpts from SoC member Mike Murphy’s Wallis Award winning atlas on the cover.
As production editor, Gary Haley has continued to work at speed and to enhance the impact of the
Bulletin by providing an excellent layout throughout. Printing and distribution was again undertaken
by Culverlands Press Ltd., Winchester, who have delivered superb results, despite having to order a
complete reprint after a mistake was spotted as the first Bulletins were leaving the press. I am glad
to be working with printers who share in our dedication to achieving excellence.
This year’s Volume comprised another good selection of articles, with many authors opting for the
advantage of full colour printing. Several of these were derived from the presentations at the 45th
Annual Summer School in Southampton and were complimented by other contributions. For the
regular sections, Steve Chilton and Rich Perkins compiled the ever-helpful Computers in Cartography
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and Events. The Reviews section was again filled to the brim with a series of excellent opinions on
the latest map-related matter and I am very grateful to Bob Parry for his continued hard work in
compiling this.
While the Bulletin is undoubtedly a record of some of the best ideas arising from our Summer
Schools, I would like to see more material devoted to cartographic methods and techniques. So with
a view to developing the Bulletin’s role as a resource for practising cartographers, I appeal to SoC
members to share their expertise. One way of achieving this might be to create a ‘How to’ section,
so new and existing cartographers can learn or better understand how to make their maps. CartoSoC is a helpful resource, but it lacks the visual element, when many topics and procedures naturally
lend themselves to a graphical explanation. I have no doubt that there is real scope to build on the
community’s expertise, perhaps by introducing a series of one or two page guides illustrating various
cartographic techniques. The development of our profession depends on new techniques – as well
as new ideas – and contributions of either are always welcome.
Alex Kent
Bulletin Editor

Newsletter Editor’s Report 2009 - 10

The Newsletter, published three times each year, is an important source of information for the Society.
It has been decided that it should be restricted to members only and will henceforward be available
via the website in the members’ area. It is hoped that this will be an incentive, amongst others, to
encourage new members.
Rosie Duncan
Newsletter Editor

Bulletin Subscription Manager’s Report 2009 - 10
Volume 43

Volume 43 of the Bulletin was despatched in April 2010 to 90 subscribing institutions/organisations.

Volume 44

Invoices were sent out in April of this year, the current situation is as follows:
• 45 paid
• 7 outstanding
• 3 complimentary
• 29 potential subscriptions ‘in the pipeline’
giving a total of 84 potential subscriptions for Volume 44 at this point in time.
In terms of the origin of the 55 invoiced/paid subscriptions:
• 14 from the UK
• 41 from overseas
A follow-up invoice for non-payers will be despatched in October, which will include a reminder letter
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for those with outstanding Volume 43 subscriptions
In an attempt to research the cause of falling subscription numbers, earlier this year letters were sent
to 27 former subscribers (cancellations since Volume 39, 2005).
Responses indicate the main reasons for cancellation have been financial cutbacks and, in the case
of educational subscribers, a change in syllabus.
Tim Absalom
Bulletin Subscription Manager
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